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RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 

In order to complete the information already received and published in 
the report on the eleventh session of the Executive Board,^ the Director-
General has the honour to submit to the Sixth World Health Assembly the text 
of the replies received since 12 January 1953: 

KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA - Letter dated 3 March 1953 (Translation from the French) 

With reference to your Circular letter CL.23, 1952 of 16 July 1952, in 
which you request me to let you have any comments, observations or suggestions 
the Royal Government of Cambodia may have to make on the subject of possible 
changes to be made in the rights and obligations of Associate Members as they 
emerge from the two resolutions adopted by the First and Second World Health 
Assemblies, I have the honour to inform you that the Royal Government considers 
that the status of Associate Members might be amended so as to permit them to 
enjoy in the future, on the regional level, the same rights and obligations as 
full members of the Organization. 

PORTUGAL - Letter dated 3 February 1953 (Translation from the French) 

The Portuguese Legation presents its compliments to the World Health 
Organization and, with reference to the Organization's communication CL.23, 
1952, OD 14-2 of 16 July 1952, begs to state that the Portuguese Government 
is of the opinion that there is no justification for any change in the actual 
status of "Associate Members" which should, for the present, remain as 
heretofore. 

1 Off. Rec, World Hlth Org. 46, Annex 5, 198 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - Letter dated 3 February 1953 

In further reply to your letter, dated 16 July 1952, concerning the rights 
and obligations of associate members of the World Health Organization, I wish to 
make the following observations. 

I regret that the reply could not be made within the period indicated in my 
earlier letter of October 29, 1952, since it now appears that the Eleventh Session 
of the Executive Board has already considered this question. 

I note in the Minutes of the Eleventh Session that the Executive Board has 
agreed upon a recommendation to the Health Assembly with respect to the rights 
and obligations of associate members and that this recommendation, together with 
the record of the discussion of the question which took place in the Executive 
Board, will be transmitted to members in the Organization. The question of the 
rights and obligations of associate members of the World Health Organization will 
now be studied further by the Government of the United States in the light of the 
above-mentioned recommendation and discussion in anticipation of the forthcoming 
meeting of the Sixth Health Assembly, 
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Since the distribution of document Аб/13, the following reply has been 
received by the Director-General: 

KINGDOM OF LAOS - letter dated 23 April 1953 (Translation from the French) 

"With reference to your letter 23-1952, concerning the rights and 
obligations of Associate Members, it would seem desirable from the purely 
technical view-point to give more attention to the suggestion and respective 
circumstances of such Associate Members until they are able to vote in 
respect to the measures they are called upon to implement." 


